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It's the 1st of April - a day synonymous with playing pranks on the

people you love the most. And to celebrate this April Fools' Day,

we wish to share a selection of figurative whoopee cushions with

you. Rather than re-setting your alarm clock or switching the
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sugar for the salt, we've compiled photographic evidence of some

hilarious moments that make our continent so unique. This is

Africa in its finest and funniest form - be it the gravity-defying

feats of man, the confusing or amusing signs, or the wonders of

wildlife.

   

From the affectionately facetious to the downright ridiculous, click

on the 'Next' button above each image to have a good chuckle at

our special continent.

   

Cover image - a lion emerging from a shower cubicle in the

Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park in Botswana - provided by Michelle

Needham.



False advertising in South Africa ©Mina Choi



Mina Choi

"I was on my way to Green Market Square in Cape Town when I

saw this incorrect labelling and it gave me a good giggle! The

vendors obviously just needed any canopy to provide some shade,

but it tickled me that the one they used was advertising something

so completely different."

https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/
https://www.google.com/chrome/
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/internet-explorer/products/ie/home
https://www.apple.com/safari/
http://www.madikwe.com/specials/entry/cats-dogs-exclusive-photographic-safari
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A drive-through in South Africa ©Susan Riley Young

Susan Riley Young

"On our way up to Estcort, we stopped to buy some biltong in

Mooi River to take with us for the road. Mooi River translates from
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Afrikaans to 'beautiful river', and it is a small town in the

KwaZulu-Natal midlands.

   "As we passed the local KFC, it was with great amusement and

delight that I noticed a new form of 'drive-through', and my fiancé,

Thys Swanepoel, insisted that we stop to take a photo of this

interesting sight. I'm presuming that the two men on horseback

are from the town's surrounding farming community, and that

they're placing their order for man-sized burgers and chips.

   "It was almost as if the clock turned back for a moment – there

were no cars in sight, as the locals here rely on a different form of

horsepower to go out to buy their lunch.

   "The men were a cheery duo – waving happily as we snapped the

picture, and serving as a refreshing reminder of the contrasts that

we see in South Africa. It was also a great reminder that, despite

the great diversity across the country, many of us still share a

common love for Colonel Sander's famous fried chicken."
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Honesty is the best policy in Botswana ©Christian Boix

Christian Boix

"I came across this plaque in Kasane in Botswana, and I thought it
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was superb. At least no one can fault them for being dishonest!"
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Concerned border officials in Botswana ©Mina Choi



Mina Choi

"I took this at the border between South Africa and Botswana after

a few hours cooped up in a car. Having a chuckle at this sign after

a long journey was the perfect relief, and it was a great

introduction to an incredible country!

   "It's good to know that customs officials do have a sense of

humour. After all, they must see some interesting things every

day!"

https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/
https://www.google.com/chrome/
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/internet-explorer/products/ie/home
https://www.apple.com/safari/
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A genuine imitation in Kenya ©Miguel Madureira

Miguel Madureira

"I was travelling from Egypt to South Africa back in 2007 with two
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friends, and we saw many weird and wonderful sights along the

way.

   "I took this particular photo on a bus in Kenya after I noticed it

on the back of a guy's vest. I was careful to zoom in as much as

possible to preserve the guy's anonymity, as I wasn't sure that he

would understand what was so funny!"
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Getting a lift in Botswana ©Lelobu Safaris

Anton Vosloo, Lelobu Safaris
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"In the dry season in Botswana, the goats tend to use the cars to

reach any green leaves that are left. So when you go shopping in

Maun, it is advisable to always take care not to park under any of

the green trees, unless you want a certain ruminant using your

vehicle to move up in the world."

https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/
https://www.google.com/chrome/
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/internet-explorer/products/ie/home
https://www.apple.com/safari/
http://www.mydreamsafari.com/
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Two heads are better than one ©John O'Dea

John O'Dea

"I took this photo whilst on an afternoon boat trip to a rookery in

Botswana. I was looking for something different, so I sat patiently

and took many photos. And, as luck would have it, I managed to
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capture what I believe is something quite unique."
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Dead serious in Uganda ©Mzungu Guy

Guy Smith

"As I move around, I take a lot of pictures - most of them through

the windshield of a truck or on the back of a boda-boda, which is a

Ugandan motorcycle taxi.
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   "I have seen all sorts of things, from several people squeezed onto

a motorbike to mobile malls loaded onto bicycles. I took this

particular photo of a coffin on the back of a boda-boda just outside

the town of Ishaka in Uganda. I just hope that the driver wasn't

carrying any passengers!"

https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/
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Misleading spelling in Zambia ©Jean-Paul Marais

Jean-Paul Marais

"I've been working in Zambia for almost two years now, and I

headed off from my office one morning not long ago to get some

breakfast from the nearby Pick n Pay at East Park Mall in Lusaka.

   "I was heading to the cold drink fridges when this sign caught my

eye. I immediately noticed the spelling mistake, and snapped a
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picture on my phone then posted it to the Expat Zambia group so

all of us could have a good chuckle.

   "It received many a laugh from my fellow expats!"

https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/
https://www.google.com/chrome/
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/internet-explorer/products/ie/home
https://www.apple.com/safari/
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Flipping heck! ©Gil Gofer - Traveling Photographer & Writer

Gil Gofer

"While tracking the wild chimpanzees in Kibale National Park in

Uganda, I encountered Totti the chimpanzee, who was named by
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the park rangers. Suddenly he lay down and pointed his finger

towards us in this manner, and the ranger explained that Totti

didn't mean to be rude but just has a disorder in his hand.

   "In a spontaneous and amazing moment, nature showed us how

funny things can get. Totti never knew the meaning of what he was

doing, nor was he mimicking an action that he had seen performed

by someone else. He is a wild chimpanzee and hasn't been trained

in any such way. It was just a funny gesture from nature and a

great way to celebrate this April Fools' Day!"

http://www.wildfrontiers.com/?q=con,357,CHIMPS,%20MAHALE%20MOUNTAINS%20AND%20LAKE%20TANGANYIKA
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Time for a bath ©Christian Boix

Christian Boix

"My son, Oliver, spotted this extraordinary illusion when we were

travelling during the Christimas holidays one year between

Calitzdorp and Oudtshoorn.

   "Oliver was only small at the time, and all my wife and I heard
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was a snort and a giggle as we drove past. When we asked him

what he was chortling at, we didn't quite believe his reply. So we

had to reverse to figure out what he had seen. And alas - although

a wonderful trick of the eye - there did indeed appear to be an

ostrich taking a bath in the middle of a field!"
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Better safe than sorry in Zambia ©Mette Landsverk
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Better safe than sorry in Zambia ©Mette Landsverk

Mette Landsverk

"I took this photo in an office toilet in Livingstone, Zambia. I had a

meeting in the building and I had to use their bathroom. While I

was sitting on the toilet and reading the rules - especially the last

one - I started to laugh so hard that I almost broke the rule about

keeping it clean.

   "I couldn't believe that someone felt it necessary to remind

people of the proper use of a toilet brush!"



A barrel of laughs in Ethiopia ©Kym Illman

Kym Illman

"I spotted this guy in Addis Ababa in February carting six of these

huge barrels through the market area. There was also an

abundance of donkeys doing some heavy lifting. It's amazing how

much people can carry - and in pretty warm conditions!"

http://www.kymillman.com/
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Today marks the final month for entries into the 2016 Africa

Geographic Photographer of the Year competition, brought to you

by Canon and Cape Union Mart. With entries closing on 30 April

2016, we can't wait to start the judging process!

 

This week's gallery features some of Africa's most enigmatic

animals framed by the ever-changing landscapes that our

continent is famous for. Ever a photographer's dream, Africa never

fails to disappoint and neither do these entries into the

competition.

 

Week 18: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

Click on the 'Next' button above each image to see this week's

selection and don't forget to enter your own photos into the Africa

Geographic Photographer of the Year competition here before it's

too late!

http://africageographic.com/photographer-of-the-year/entry-details/
http://africageographic.com/photographer-of-the-year/entry-details/
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A meerkat pyramid ©Brigitta Moser
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Hippo yawning as the sun sets in the Greater Kruger Region ©Stephan Griesel
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Baboon having a fun afternoon amongst the butterflies in Chobe, Botswana ©Corlette Wessels
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Little Maasai boy at home in Kenya ©Brigitta Moser
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Maasai woman getting milk from the cow directly into a calabash ©Brigitta Moser
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The surreal landscape of the sulphur pools at Dallol in the Danakil depression, Ethiopia.

©Trevor Cole
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Aerial view of Namibia's sand dunes ©Ben Neale
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Lion walking into a Kalahari dust storm ©Corlette Wessels

Week 18: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016
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Tawny eagle cooling off in Kruger National Park ©Chris Larkin
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